PRESS RELEASE

Stajvelo has developed the Shelby RV65,
an electric-assisted bike especially designed
for the American manufacturer Shelby.

The story between the two manufacturers began last April during the Top Marques Monaco
exhibition. Shelby was immediately very interested in the RV01 e-bike developed by Monegasque
start up Stajvelo.
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Stajvelo combines design and technologies
The RV01’s atypical lines were developed in collaboration
with designers from the worlds of sports, fashion and
graphics. But its unique style also lies in the way it is
manufactured. Indeed, RV01 is made of Advanced Injected
Composites. Mainly produced with recyclable materials,
it does not pollute and is environmentally- friendly.
Last but not least, RV01 is made in Monaco.
Stajvelo has applied to bicycle design technologies that
had never been used, especially not for city bikes.
The result includes innovations such as new braking
system setup offering increased control and stability,
especially during emergency braking.
For its lighting system, Stajvelo has chosen Supernova
M99, one of the strongest in the world and a rear brake
light system for more safety.
RV01 also features Baramind anti-vibration, shock
absorber handlebar. It is able to absorb shocks while
ensuring perfect handling The same is true of its frame
with directional effect and unique geometry, for
guaranteed easy steering.
Designed by an ergonomics expert, the frame also
adapts to all body heights. Whether you are 5’3’’ or
6’7’’, the pedaling position is optimal and ease-of-use
guaranteed.

Finally, no more changing gears! Pedaling is fully
assisted up to 25 km/h (15 mph). The gears change
automatically, and when you stop, your e-bike automatically goes into the lowest gear so that you can
start again without straining. And perfectly quiet! This
is thanks to the new 48V-Revolution by Continental
(the first engine for e-bike with continuous automatic
transmission integrated into an all-in-one drive unit).

Stajvelo and Shelby
The story began in April 2018 when Shelby, the american
automotive legend, met Stajvelo, the electric bicycle
company, during the Top Marques Show in Monaco.
Few weeks later, the pair teamed up for customized and
limited-edition e-bike.
The famous colors, Guardsman blue and Wimbledon
white had been chosen for the frame and some special
accessories complete the Shelby RV65 specifications.
The e-bikes will be manufactured in the Stajvelo’s
workshop in Monaco and will be exclusively available
throughout the Shelby distribution network.
To be continued...
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